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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to the sixth edition of the
Checker Cab Facebook Group newsletter.
Free of charge, feel free to print and
distribute and put in your own binder. If
you would like to submit an article or
personal profile regarding you or your
Checker please feel free to submit all
content to me at the email address on the
right side of this page.

We’ll update the Surge taxi story, first
presented in another Checker Club,
Surge expert William Brandum
updates his article with new facts and
figures.

As promised in the last issue we’ll
discuss the Doug Klauck’s award
winning A8 and we’ll share some
stories about the legendary Checker
design engineer Herbert Snow. As
So what’s in this issue? We’ll present the always we’ll present an historical
first truly new Checker, the 1928 Model K article, this time the 1964 Checker
Taxicab and Limo. This important Checker Town Limo.
Please enjoy edition six. Happy New
was the platform for all Checker sold
between 1928 and 1940. It was also the Years. Next issue, we share updated
for the upcoming Auburn Checker
first Checker not based on the
Commonwealth Mogul taxicab, truly new. event

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949,1950, 1957
Checkers
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The First True Checker
As discussed in previous Checker Cab Club Newsletter, s the first
Checkers produced by the new entity Checker Cab Manufacturing
was the Model C in 1922. That said, realistically those first Checkers
were really just rehashed 1919 Commonwealth Mogul Taxicabs.
Morris Markin’s first course of action was to stabilize his company,
clean up the balance sheet and start to build and sell taxicab.
Checker sales were robust from the get go, and within a year of
organizing Checker established a production run rate for about 5000
vehicles a year. A run rate that would last about 60 years.

Checker officially came off the line in June of 1922. The first model
designations was the Model C, C standing for Commonwealth or
Checker? Who knows, that said between 1922 and 1926, Checker
would offer several “new” models, including the Model H and the
Model E. Markin’s hype can be attributed to the word “new”, as the
Model C, H and E were essentially the Commonwealth Mogul’s
with new model names.
Both were offered with a choice of 117- and 127-inch
wheelbase. The Model E & H both used the Buda four-cylinder
engine that CEO Morris Markin contracted soon after he started
manufacturing under the Checker name. The most significant
difference in design comparing the Model E and H to the Model C
appears to be the larger chrome bumpers compared to the flimsy
steel bumpers seen on the Model C.

1928 was a big year for Checker, Checker introduced their first new Checker. The Model
K was Checkers first ground up design, introduced 6 years after the founding of
Checker. Consistent with previous Checkers, the Model K utilized a 127-inch wheelbase
and the Buda six-cylinder was now the only engine available. Upon its introduction in
October, taxicab operators fell in love with the car and orders came piling into
Kalamazoo.
By end of October there were over 4,800 orders. By January 1929, 950 units had been
produced and sold. At the end of January, over 8,000 Checkers were chasing fares in
New York City, a city with a total population of 21,000 cabs. This made Checker one of
the two dominant taxicab builders in the US, the other being Yellow Cab Manufacturing.
Together, they pushed the other taxicab producers, Premier, Pennant and HCS, out of
the market and these two taxicab giants would slug it out through the next decade.
The Model K was offered in two body styles, landaulet and limousine on a 117- or 127inch wheelbase, although the 117-inch wheelbase was deleted in 1929. The landaulet
taxi separated the driver’s compartment from an enclosed rear passenger section,
making it look very similar to the grand town cars that serviced the rich.
After a hard day’s work in the office, for a few bits of coin, a New York commuter could
hop into a faux luxury car on their way to the train station and ride in splendor!
Passengers loved them and so did the taxi operators.
The Model K is one of the most important Checker produced over the Checker 60’s years
of automobile production. The Model service as the new standard for the taxicab
industry. Additionally, the Model K was the platform Checker used to develop the Model
M, T and Y in the years to follow. The platform carried Checker through the depression
being replaced with the introduction of the Model A in 1940.

The Famous Surge Checker Taxicabs by
Will Brandum updated 2008 article
Back in July 1997 the Checkerboard News featured and article from
the May issue of Old Cars Weekly. That article told of a nationwide
contest to be held that summer, where 26 Checkers would be given
away as part of a promotion for the Coca Cola’s newest soft drink,
SURGE. It just so happened that I won one of those cabs and that’s
how I got myself into this Checker craziness!
Suddenly I was the owner of a brand of car I had barely known existed.
Along with learning all I could about my new car, arguing with Uncle
Sam and dealing with all the attention a Checker gets (a bright green
one at that), I was also curious about what happened to the other 25
cabs in the contest. Where did they go? Were the new owners having
as much fun as I was? What follows is the saga of the Surge Checker
Taxis as I have pieced it together over the years.
In early 1997, the Coca Cola Company was seeking a way to promote
their new citrus based soda called SURGE, which debuted during the
Super Bowl that year. They came up with the “Fully Loaded Summer”
advertising campaign to promote the new product. Coke decided that
some old Checker taxicab would be a good way to promote the new
pop. Why Checkers, of all cars? One Vice President of Marketing said:
“We felt Checker Cabs were a great way to represent the sociable
quality of Surge”. They also noted that Checker Cabs were becoming
extinct as there was only one official Checker left in New York City at
the time.

Some thanks are surely due to Coca-Cola for choosing Checkers. Many old cabs were saved from an uncertain fate through their efforts. Coke bought at least 40
Checkers that had been used as cabs by Fort Cab in Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. Once acquired the Checkers were sent to Craftsmen Industries of St. Charles,
Missouri to be refurbished, note that they were refurbished and not restored, there is a big difference.
The cabs were completed in less than three months. As former taxis, you can only imagine what condition the commercial vehicles were in, they would need
significant work. With little time to recondition 40 Checkers, the automotive mechanics and body rebuilders were bound to cut some corners. Some of those
corners had big rust holes in them.
There is some debate as to whether the engines were overhauled, but most likely due to time constrains, the engines were probably just tuned up. Craftsmen
made sure the cars ran and braked for regular real driving. Additionally the Checkers were reupholstered & painted. New tires, batteries, and small items from Big
A Auto Parts were installed to each taxi. Every Surge Checker had a very nice stereo system (usually the first things to come out when winners sold them) and a
load speaker system to make them appealing to Generation X’ers. No air conditioning though- merely a plastic fan. Surge graphics were applied and the cabs were
then shipped out to various area markets for distribution.

There were 26 cabs in the Fully Loaded Summer promotion. There was also a fall
promotion called “Brake For Surge,” which included another 13 addition Checkers
for the Surge fleet. The fleet was now up to 39 cabs, more interesting is that I
found a cab number 40 in Maryland (all the cabs, have a number on the driver’s
door), could there be more? One of the cabs was sent to the Louisville, KY bottling
plant, which I ultimately I won, but that is a story for another time.
It seemed the bottler for each region was responsible for giving their respective
cabs away. Many teamed up with local radio stations in order to unload the
Checkers. The Checkers were awarded via many means: raffles at festivals, keys
drawn from hats, “driving school” contests, dumpster dives for charities, games
and other methods were used for selecting the winners. Each car came with a
“trunkful of Surge” (which sometimes led to a sticky disaster when soda cans
exploded in the summer heat) and an assortment of other prizes, which varied
from market to market. Prizes included CD’s, T-shirts, hats, pizza coupons, tickets
for concerts and amusements parks and whatever the radio station felt like
throwing in to the promotion. The entire promotion cost Coca-Cola was over
$250,000. In addition to the Checkers two International Scouts were refurbished
for Surge promotions in Oklahoma and Arkansas in the fall of 97, and there was
also at least one Surge dune buggy created that appeared in an August 1997
campaign.
After you win a car there is a lot of paperwork to deal with in order to get the
Checker on the road. Each car was valued between $19000 to $24000 and all were
taxed at both the Federal and State level, each Checker was clearly overvalued
considering the true condition of each vehicle. There was also a substantial fee at
the license bureau, some winters were not able to afford their “free” cars. Many
were sold quickly and other were never registered or tagged.

In 2001 Surge soda began to disappear from store shelves. After a loud and energetic
introduction, Surge soda was quietly discontinued in the US. Oddly enough a Swedish
version called Urge was said to be available in the Netherlands for some time beyond
2001. Three or four years later, Coca Cola began marketing a citrus soda very similar
to Surge called Vault. The existence of Vault was surely due in part to the effort of
many loyal Surge fans on the internet who wrote to Coke and lobbied for the soda’s
return. Surge purists weren't satisfied though, and Vault was soon also a memory.
Last fall, Coca-Cola re-issued the original Surge formula in limited release (mostly
online) and seems to be working toward national re-introduction.
Many of these Checkers survive. A few remain in the hands of their original winners,
while others have happy new owners. Some have changed hands several times. A
number of them aren’t green anymore. I have been able to track down many Surge
Cabs, although I ‘ve gotten poor response to my many letters to Coca Cola bottlers
and none of the radio stations I contacted ever replied. Cokes responses as usually
along the lines of a quick “we don’t know but thanks for your interest” and a coupon.
Most of my information has come through the internet. A few of the more
interesting fates of these cabs include:
The owner of the World Famous Ultimate Taxi got #6 a few years ago, repainted it
yellow and used it daytimes to advertise his night time car.
In Tennessee #7 was nearly dismantled for parts until a public outcry changed the
owners mind. Plans were underway to place the car in a Pennsylvania auto museum
until a man from New York purchased it. It should have be back on the road by now.
In Virginia Cab #11 was purchased from a the winner and the new owner liked the
paint scheme so much that he painted a couple more Checkers in similar colors.

Model Marathon A12E Town Custom Limo
The “E” stands for extended wheelbase, Introduced for 1962 and produced for almost two decades. This limo version of the Marathon was built for the
high end professional car market. Differences between the A11 Taxi, Marathon and Superba were the extended wheelbase at 129 inches and limo
attributes such as driver divider, in seat radio, foot and arm rests. Some models were equipped with vinyl roofs and opera windows.

The venerable Bishop Fulton John Sheen of the Catholic Church known for his preaching and especially his work on television and radio ordered a
custom built limo from Checker. As Checker had done in the past, Checker contracted Kalamazoo based Ray Dietrich to design the car for Sheen. Dietrich
had worked as a consultant for Checker after he left: Ford, LaBaron and Chrysler in the 1930’s. Dietrich was best known at Checker for designing the A4 in
1947.
Subsequently Bishop Scheen sent a thankyou letter to Dietrich regarding Dietrich’s work on the Checker Custom Limo. Quoting Scheen “Never did I think I
would have an automobile whose appointments were designed by America’s first automotive artist”. I am sure Sheen secured a special place in heaven for
Ray Dietrich, the Bishop seemed to truly love his Checker!
The Town Custom name was removed in 1964, but the car continued in production known just as a long wheel base Checker A12E.

Quoting Bishop
Scheen: “Never did I think
I would have an
automobile whose
appointments were
designed by America’s
first automotive artist”.

Checker wins the National Nomination by Doug Klauck
My Checker A8 was purchased from Checker
Collector Ben Merkel back in 1999. When I picked
up the car, most of it was in boxes. While I
appreciate the car already being disassembled, it
made the task of building the car a little more
challenging since I didn’t know where half the parts
belonged. Ben acquired the car in the early 80s
after sending out notice to the cab companies that
there was a finder’s fee to anyone who knew the
whereabouts of an A8. One was located in
Nebraska with 786,000 hard miles on it.
A frame off restoration was started in 1983. Fast
forward to 2010, I completed the restoration. Car
has been restored to New York City colors complete
with original NYC rate decals, provided by Chris
Monier in France. Without the invention of the
internet, I don’t think I ever could have restored
this car (thanks Al Gore).

It took a lot of web searching to find what was the
correct, or equivalent, parts for the A8. Ebay was a
daily hunt. I took a trip out to Joe Pollard’s place in
California to scrounge up parts and then to Chicago
for Continental Engine parts. I visited Bruce Uhrich
in Philadelphia and Joe Fay in Illinois to photograph
their A8s

“A frame off restoration was started in 1983. Fast forward to 2010, I
completed the restoration. Car has been restored to New York City
colors”

Joe Fay fabricated, by hand, the interior Checker script plates for me. That was not something I was going to simply purchase off Ebay. Back in 2005 Bruce
completed his A8 Standard restoration so there was a lot to gain from his experience, not to mention he is a wealth of knowledge when it comes to
Checker. Bruce also provided me with the Checker Standard door decals. CCCoA founder Don McHenry provided me with a few critical missing parts. The
parts I could not find, I had to make.
I decided to debut the A8 at the 2010 National Antique Automobile Club of America (AACA) show in Hershey Pa. I don’t mean to mention another club, but
the AACA is more of a preservation society. The restored Checker Bus from noted Checker collector and friend Bob Welch is at the AACA Museum in
Hershey.
Some consider Hershey the show of shows. Well over 1000 cars. Many of these cars are top dollar, and professionally restored. To think my garage built
Checker could ever place there was a dream. Plenty of owners have come home with their tail between their legs, or worse, ticked off at the purist
aristocrats and their unreachable expectations. I was thrilled when I took home a National First Place. Minimum of 365 points out of 400 is required to
achieve that. Now with the beautiful trophy in possession, I dreamed larger and trailered my A8 to the AACA show in Bristol TN in June 2011, taking home
a Senior First. The best thing to come out of the Bristol show was the A8 was nominated for a special national award. The AACA notifies the candidates in
the mail in October with a letter. Photos and facts had to be submitted by November.

Winners were announced the first week of December. My Christmas
present came early. The Checker won the nomination. At this time I
actually don’t know which national award the A8 has won. It’s either for
an outstanding restoration of a rare and unusual automobile entered in
a National Meet or outstanding automobile whose manufacture ceased,
entered in a National Meet. I will find out when I receive the award at a
black tie event in February in Philadelphia. Over 10,000 classic cars are
shown at National AACA events each year. I’m honored that Checker
was recognized by the national judges as such a distinguished restored
antique vehicle. The highest honor the cab can ever receive so
everything from now on is icing on the cake. June 14 and 15th I will take
the Checker to the Grand Nationals in Shelbyville TN so if that’s close to
any of you drop by

Update on the A8 car since 2010 when article was written:
The national award I won in 2011 was the best Discontinued Automobile
Award. Each year one car receives this award. Other cars throughout the
years include Essex, Bantam, Marmon, Willys, Studebaker, and
Terraplane. The actual trophy is located in Hershey. To celebrate we had
a label made for some wine from out favorite vineyard in PA.
In Tennessee the A8 did receive its Grand National Award.
Although the restoration was completed in 2010, there were still some
outstanding issues that I’ve since resolved such as all gauges now work
and are accurate, and the dashboard now sports the defroster deflector,
which was fabricated from a broken strip Bruce loaned me.

Checker Designer Herbert Snow 1883 – 1961
Herb Snow is probably one of the least popular early designers found in the
archives of automotive history. Within Checker circles he is equally unknown,
but one of his designs for Checker has had significant impact on all Checker
fans and the cars we drive today.
Snow attended the Case Institute of Technology in Cleveland, Ohio and
graduated in 1906. Soon after he graduated, Snow developed a practical
formula for automobile steering geometry. His entire career involved
engineering design and it spanned over 50 years from 1906 thru 1960. Snow
first worked for the Cleveland, Ohio based Peerless Company. At Peerless,
Snow was involved with the Knight Sleeve Valve engine development. After
leaving Peerless Snow would move on to work for Willys Overland, Winton,
and Velie.
Over the time Snow continued to refine his automotive design skills and
ultimately landed a job at the Auburn Automobile Company in July 1927
where he was hired as chief engineer, replacing James Crawford. He was
intensely involved in the Cord L-29 front-drive project. While at Auburn, Snow
would ultimately lead the development of the landmark classic car, the Cord
810.
We all love our Checkers and more importantly we all love our sturdy X braced
frames, this design feature was introduced to ACD by Herb Snow. Years earlier
in 1927, Snow was impressed with Lancia Dilambda on display at the New York
auto show, it was equipped with an X-brace frame. So impressed, Snow
ultimately would utilize this design first on the Cord L-29 then on Auburns.

Snows use of the “X” frame member was a method of adding structural
rigidity to a ladder-style automobile frame a feature that now has been
used by nearly every automobile company in the world.
Snow’s first application of the “X” frame for a rear wheel drive set up
was on the 1931 Auburn 8-98. The 8-98 featured an engine by Lycoming
that produced 98 horsepower.
The 8-98 carried a base price of $1,195, and top end price of $1,395 – in
the Great Depression. Fortune magazine reported the Auburn to be ‘the
biggest package in the world for the price.’ Business Week described
the 8-98 as more car for the money than the public has ever seen

In 1931 Snow was appointed Vice-president of Engineering at
Auburn. Meanwhile over in Kalamazoo, 1931 was a profitable year for
Checker, but that would soon change in 1932 as the depression
finally caught up with the company and after several profitable years,
sales collapsed and Checker started to bleed money, generating losses
month after month. So bad was the economy that Checker shut down
for several weeks at the tail end of 1932.
Despite the losses of 1932 and using minimal funds, Checker was able
to introduce a new taxicab for 1933, the Model T. The new taxicab
utilized the new Lycoming GU or GUC 8-cylinder engine produced
Lycoming of Lewistown, Pennsylvania were an independent engine
manufacturer owned by E L Cord, whose growing automotive empire
included such iconic brands as Duesenberg, Auburn and Cord.

In 1933 Checker would also produce a brand-engineered version of the Model T, the Auburn Safe-T-Cab for A-C-D, which was sold in limited numbers to
the Safe-T-Cab Company in Cleveland. Checker was now partnering significantly with Auburn and one can rightly assume that this is where Snow started
his relationship with Checker.
1933 found many auto manufacturers in the midst of significant financial issues. Checker now needed to recapitalize. Unfortunately for Checker CEO
Morris Markin, via a series of capital transactions, essentially a hostile corporate takeover ensued.
The corporate board was reduced in size by a group of investors led by millionaire Pierre S. du Pont.
The smaller board, which included du Pont voted Markin out of Checker.
Morris Markin had a few tricks up his sleeve. He still maintained some degree of ownership and held options to acquire a majority share of the company.
Ten days later Markin secured the required funds via E L Cord to take back control of company Checker.
With funds secured, new ownership in place and an alliance with A-C-D: E. L. Cord now owned Checker and the companies were vertically integrated into
A-C-D, this allowed Checker to autonomously and still utilize Herb Snow’s engineering talent. Three short years later Cord would run into some trouble. In
1936, Cord came under investigation by the Securities and Exchange Commission for his dealings in Checker Cab stock. In order to avoid prosecution in
1937 Cord sold the Cord Corporation to the Aviation Corporation.

Markin was able to secure complete control of Checker and retain Herb
Snow. Auburn, Cord and Duesenberg faded away but Checker continued on
producing cars for another 45 years. Now at Checker, Snow assumed the
role of head of engineering. Post World War II Snow led three separate
projects to create a new taxicab. The three projects were: the Model B, C
and D.
Ultimately those projects died either from failed designs or cost
complications. As a result a new project was launched resulting in the
successful Model A2 design. Automotive stylist Raymond Dietrich developed
a beautiful and modern exterior based on the failed Model D project and
Snow engineered a modified chassis from the 1939 Checker Model A
utilizing the X-brace frame concept he originated at A-C-D. The two ideas
were mated and the result was the A2.
The groundbreaking taxicab and pleasure car were both equipped with the
famous “X” Frame. Utilizing the “X” Frame, Checker would take taxicab
durability to new levels and secure itself as the only true purpose built
taxicabs sol in America. Just as the Commonwealth Mogul Cab would
herald the strong foundation, the “X” Frame would impact taxi cab
operators faith in Checker with the “X” Frame.
Snow eventually retired from Checker, while at Checker he was head of
engineering and was appointed to the board of directors. Mr. Snow
continued working in semi -retirement until his passing in 1961. Best known
for his work at A-C-D, Snow had an equally major impact at Checker in the
design that would make Checker the great American taxi.

Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale January 2016
In Haverhill, Ma.
UNBELIEVABLE! 45 miles from
new! Ordered by Black and white
Cab in Arkansas and never put in
service. Truly brand new! New
paint (was faded). This Checker
was never put in service, sat as a
spare waiting and never got the
call. 6-cylinder engine, automatic
transmission. ALL the taxi options.
Completely restored all new fuel
system and mechanicals.
Price: $34,900 978-681-0370

888-460-7485

Published on autabuy.com
1979 Checker Marathon A11 4 Door
Sedan- 88000 Original Miles- Cream
Colored 4 Door Hardtop- One OwnerAll Original- Tan Interior- Clear Title.
Fully equipped with all options for
optimum performance and comfort
Nothing has been done mechanically or
cosmetically to compromise integrity of
originality Always maintained
meticulously on schedule with nothing
but premium fluids parts and service
every

888-460-7485
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Checker aficionados Ben Merkel and Joe Fay give us the low-down on the historic
models and many of its limousine and private car variants, in the USA and in other
parts of the world. Checker - the All-American Taxi features: The background history of
the company yOn-street pictures of Checker cabs in service across the USA and
overseas. Pictures of rare limousine, Aerobus, private and medical versions. The Galva
projects - new generation Checker models that were never put into production Fully
informative captions. Short Description. Nothing portrays the American taxicab like the
classic Checker. Even though it has been out of service for many years, it is still in
demand by film and TV programme makers. This richly-illustrated book focusses on the
history of the most famous models, the A-8 to the A-11 and many of its limousine and
private car variants. Illustrated with archive shots, posed photographs and on-street
images.

Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/

Newsletter End Featured Checker: 1964 Checker Town Sedan Limo
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